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Abstract
In this paper we begin by stressing the empirical importance of non-linear weight-
ing of probabilities, which expected utility theory (EU) is unable to accommodate.
We then go on to outline three stylized facts on non-linear weighting that any al-
ternative theory of risk must address. These are that people: overweight small
probabilities and underweight large ones (S1); do not choose stochastically domi-
nated options when such dominance is obvious (S2); ignore very small probabilities
and code extremely large probabilities as one (S3). We then show that the concept
of a probability weighting function (PWF) is crucial in addressing S1-S3. A PWF
is not, however, a theory of risk. PWF￿ s need to be embedded within some the-
ory of risk in order to have signi￿cant predictive content. We ouline the two main
alternative theories that are relevant in this regard: rank dependent utility (RDU)
and cumulative prospect theory (CP). RDU and CP explain S1,S2 but not S3. We
conclude by outlining the recent proposal for composite prospect theory (CPP) that
uses the composite Prelec probability weighting function (CPF). CPF is axiomati-
cally founded, and is ￿ exible and parsimonious. CPP can explain all three stylized
facts S1,S2,S3.
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2Under expected utility theory (EU) decision makers weight probabilities linearly. How-
ever, the evidence suggests that decision makers weight probabilities in a non-linear man-
ner. Consider, for instance, the following example from Kahneman and Tversky (1979, p.
283). Suppose that one is compelled to play Russian roulette. One would be willing to
pay much more to reduce the number of bullets from one to zero than from four to three.
However, in each case, the reduction in probability of a bullet ￿ring is 1/6 and, so, under
EU, the decision maker should be willing to pay the same amount. One possible explana-
tion is that decision makers do not weight probabilities in a linear manner as under EU.
There is also emerging evidence of the neuro-biological foundations for such behavior.1 We
now explore this idea more formally below.
1. Setting out the basics
1.1. Expected utility theory (EU)
Let X = fx1;x2;:::;xng be a ￿xed, ￿nite, set of real numbers, which can be interpreted as
the possible monetary outcomes or possible wealth levels. We will assume throughout that
the outcomes are arranged so that x1 < x2 < ::: < xn. The assumption that X is a ￿nite
set is not restrictive in practice because ￿nite sets can be extremely large. The decision
maker has a set of feasible actions, A. Any action in A induces a probability distribution
(p1;p2;:::;pn), pi ￿ 0 and
Pn
i=1 pi = 1, over the real numbers x1;x2;:::;xn.
We then write a lottery, L, as
L = (x1;p1;x2;p2;:::;xn;pn), (1.1)
with the interpretation that outcome xi occurs with probability pi. Let L be the set of
such lotteries. How should the decision maker decide which action in the set A to choose?
EU postulates the existence of an expected utility functional, EU : L ! R. Under well




where u(xi) is the utility of the outcome xi. EU predicts that the decision maker will
choose that action (or lottery) which leads to the highest real number according to the
functional, (1.2). The axioms required in the derivation of (1.2) can be found in many
standard references, e.g., Fishburn (1982), MasCollel, Whinston and Green (1995), and
Varian (1992). A key axiom that is relevant for us is the independence axiom.
De￿nition 1 (Independence axiom): Suppose that ￿ is a preference relation de￿ned over
the set of lotteries. Then for all lotteries L1, L2, L, and all p 2 (0;1], L1 ￿ L2 ,
(L1;p;L;1 ￿ p) ￿ (L2;p;L;1 ￿ p):
1See, for instance, Berns et al (2008).
3The independence axiom is often empirically violated. Alternatives to EU that we
consider below, have in the main, relaxed the independence axiom. Two main features of
EU stand out. (1) There is additive separability across outcomes, an assumption that EU
shares with many alternative theories. (2) The objective function is linear in probabilities.
1.2. The Allais paradox and setting out the stylized facts
Most alternatives to EU relax the second feature, i.e., linearity in probabilities. The
interested reader can consult Kahneman and Tversky (2000) and Starmer (2000) for a
more detailed set of examples. We consider here the following example (problems 3 and
4) from Kahneman and Tversky (1979), based on the famous experiments of Allais.
Problem 3: 95 experimental subjects were asked to choose among the following two
lotteries:
A = (4000;0:8;0;0:2) or B = (3000;1)
20% of the subjects choose A while the remaining 80% choose B
Problem 4: 95 experimental subjects were asked to choose among the following two
lotteries:
C = (4000;0:2;0;0:8) or D = (3000;0:25;0:0:75)
65% of the subjects choose C while the remaining 35% choose D.
Notice that Problem 4 di⁄ers from Problem 3 only in that the probabilities in the latter
are scaled down by a quarter. Hence, given that probabilities are weighted linearly under
EU, if A is preferred to B then C should be preferred to D. Conversely if B is preferred
to A then D should be preferred to C. A simple substitution in (1.2) con￿rms this. But
this pattern of preferences is violated by the experimental evidence. Most decision makers
prefer B to A and C to D.
One possibility that can potentially explain the Allais paradox is that decision mak-
ers violate the linear weighting of probabilities in EU. To explore this reasoning further,
suppose that the decision maker assigns decision weights ￿(p) : [0;1] ! [0;1] that are
non-linear, continuous functions of probabilities with ￿(0) = 0; ￿(1) = 1. The majority
preference in Problem 3 can then be written as







The majority preferences in Problem 4 can be written as:







4From (1.3), (1.4) one can explain the preferences in Problems 3, 4 if the decision weights














;r ￿ 1: (1.6)
Clearly subproportionality implies that (1.5) is satis￿ed (for p = 1;q = 0:8;r = 0:25).
Subproportionality is, however, quite strong. As Kahneman and Tversky (1979) point
out, it holds if and only if ln￿ is a convex function of lnp.
Hence, decision weights provided an explanation for the sort of puzzles associated with,
say, the Allais paradox. But this solution, had one drawback (in addition to the strong
restrictions on ￿(:)). Decision makers who use such non-linear decision weights could
choose stochastically dominated options even when such dominance is obvious, as the
following example shows.
Example 1 (Problems with non-linear weighting of probabilities) Consider the lottery
(x;p;y;1 ￿ p), 0 < p < 1. Let ￿(p) denote decision weights such that ￿(p) : [0;1] ! [0;1].
Let u be a utility function over sure outcomes. Denote by U, the non-expected utility
functional, de￿ned as U = ￿ (p)u(x) + ￿ (1 ￿ p)u(y). Let strict preferences induced by
U over the set of all lotteries be denoted by ￿U and the indi⁄erence relation be ￿U.
(a) For the special case, x = y, we get U = [￿ (p) + ￿ (1 ￿ p)]u(x). In general, for non-EU
theories, ￿ (p) + ￿ (1 ￿ p) 6= 1. Typically, for 0 < p < 1, ￿ (p) + ￿ (1 ￿ p) < 1, hence
(x;p;x;1 ￿ p) ￿U (x;1). But any ￿ sensible￿theory of risk should give (x;p;x;1 ￿ p) ￿U
(x;1).
(b) Take y = x+￿, ￿ > 0. Then, clearly, (x;1) ￿1 (x;p;x + ￿;1 ￿ p), where ￿1 denotes ￿rst
order stochastic dominance. Now, U (x;p;x + ￿;1 ￿ p) = ￿ (p)u(x) + ￿ (1 ￿ p)u(x + ￿).
Assuming u is continuous (and, as in (a), ￿ (p)+￿ (1 ￿ p) < 1), we get lim
￿!0
U (x;p;x + ￿;1 ￿ p) =
￿ (p)u(x)+￿ (1 ￿ p)u(x) = [￿ (p) + ￿ (1 ￿ p)]u(x) < U (x). Hence, for su¢ ciently small
￿ > 0, U (x;p;x + ￿;1 ￿ p) < U (x). Thus, (x;1) ￿1 (x;p;x + ￿;1 ￿ p) but U (x;1) ￿U
U (x;p;x + ￿;1 ￿ p). Hence, monotonicity is violated.
Based on the discussion so far, we summarize our ￿rst two stylized facts, S1, S2.
S1 Decision makers weight probabilities in a non-linear manner. In particular, the
evidence suggests that decision makers overweight low probabilities and underweight
high probabilities. For further evidence, the reader could consult Kahneman and
Tversky (2000) and Starmer (2000).
5S2. Incorporation of non-linear probabilities into a prototype non-expected utility model
(that induces, say, the preference ordering ￿U in Example 1) is problematic. When
decision weights transform objective probabilities, the decision maker might be lead
to choose stochastically dominated options. In actual practice when such dominance
is obvious, decision makers do not choose the dominated option. We leave open the
question here of what decision makers do when stochastic dominance is not obvious.
The interested reader can consult Dhami and al-Nowaihi (2010a) for further details.
We now highlight yet another important stylized fact on non-linear weighting of prob-
abilities that has great signi￿cance at the end points of the probability interval [0;1].
S3. For events close to the boundary of the probability interval [0;1], extensive evidence,
that we brie￿ y review below, suggests the following. Decision makers (i) ignore
events of extremely low probability and, (ii) treat extremely high probability events
as certain.
Stylized facts S1 and S2 have been well documented in the literature. However, S3 is
less well documented and theoretical models that incorporate it formally have only just
about started to appear as discussion papers. For that reason, we discuss it in some detail
here.
1.3. A brief note on prospect theory (PT)
Stylized fact S3 is given prominence in the Nobel prize winning work on prospect theory
(PT), due to Kahneman and Tversky (1979). PT is a psychologically rich theory and it was
the outcome of many years of experiments conducted by Kahneman, Tversky, and others.
The psychological foundations of PT rest, in an important manner, on the distinction
between an editing and an evaluation/decision phase. In PT, the term prospects can,
for the time being, be thought to refer to our standard lotteries (we make the formal
distinction between prospects and lotteries, later in our paper).
From our perspective, the most important and interesting aspect of the editing phase
takes place when decision makers decide which improbable events to treat as impossible and
which probable events to treat as certain. This is exempli￿ed in the quote from Kahneman
and Tversky (1979, p.282): ￿the simpli￿cation of prospects can lead the individual to discard
events of extremely low probability and to treat events of extremely high probability as if
they were certain.￿
Suppose that we have a lottery (x;p;y;1 ￿ p) whose value to the decision maker is
given by the value function V = ￿(p)u(x) + ￿(1 ￿ p)u(y). In the editing phase, among
other things, Kahneman and Tversky (1979) were interested in the decision weights, ￿(p),
assigned by individuals to very low and very high probability events. They drew ￿(p) as
6in Figure 1.1. This decision function is discontinuous at both ends (arguably the most
famous discontinuous function in Econometrica), re￿ ecting the vexed issue of how decision
makers behave over these ranges of probabilities.
Figure 1.1: Ignorance at the endpoints. Source: Kahneman and Tversky (1979, p. 283)
Kahneman and Tversky￿ s (1979) wrote the following (on p. 282-83) to expertly sum-
marize the evidence on the end-points of the probability interval [0;1]. ￿The sharp drops
or apparent discontinuities of ￿(p) at the end-points are consistent with the notion that
there is a limit to how small a decision weight can be attached to an event, if it is given
any weight at all. A similar quantum of doubt could impose an upper limit on any decision
weight that is less than unity. This quantal e⁄ect may re￿ect the categorical distinction
between certainty and uncertainty. On the other hand, the simpli￿cation of prospects can
lead the individual to discard events of extremely low probability and to treat events of ex-
tremely high probability as if they were certain. Because people are limited in their ability to
comprehend and evaluate extreme probabilities, highly unlikely events are either ignored or
overweighted, and the di⁄erence between high probability and certainty is either neglected
or exaggerated. Consequently ￿(p) is not well-behaved near the end-points.￿
After the prospects are ￿ psychologically cleaned￿in the editing phase, the decision maker
chooses the prospect with the highest numerical value assigned by the value function, V .
2. The importance of low probability events and problems for ex-
isting theory: A discussion
This section draws heavily on al-Nowaihi and Dhami (2010a,b) and Dhami and al-Nowaihi
(2010b), which the interested reader could consult for the details. We present here some of
the relevant evidence for stylized fact S3 by examining human behavior for low probability
7events from several economic and non-economic contexts. This is not an exhaustive list of
such events but one that should su¢ ce.
2.1. Insurance for low probability events
The insurance industry is of tremendous economic importance. Yet, despite impressive
progress, existing theoretical models are unable to explain the stylized facts on the take-
up of insurance for low probability events. The seminal study of Kunreuther et al. (1978)
provides striking evidence of individuals buying inadequate, non-mandatory, insurance
against low probability events (e.g., earthquake, ￿ ood and hurricane damage in areas
prone to these hazards).
EU predicts that a risk-averse decision maker facing an actuarially fair premium will,
in the absence of transactions costs, buy full insurance for all probabilities, however small.
Kunreuther et al. (1978, chapter 7) presented subjects with varying potential losses with
various probabilities, keeping the expected value of the loss constant. Subjects faced
actuarially fair, unfair or subsidized premiums. In each case, they found that there is
a point below which the take-up of insurance drops dramatically, as the probability of
the loss decreases (and as the magnitude of the loss increases, keeping the expected loss
constant). These results were shown to be robust to a very large number of perturbations
and factors; see al-Nowaihi and Dhami (2010b) for the details.
Arrow￿ s own reading of the evidence in Kunreuther et al. (1978) is that the problem
is on the demand side rather than on the supply side. Arrow writes (Kunreuther et al.,
1978, p.viii): ￿Clearly, a good part of the obstacle [to buying insurance] was the lack of
interest on the part of purchasers.￿Kunreuther et al. (1978, p. 238) write: ￿Based on
these results, we hypothesize that most homeowners in hazard-prone areas have not even
considered how they would recover should they su⁄er ￿ ood or earthquake damage. Rather
they treat such events as having a probability of occurrence su¢ ciently low to permit them
to ignore the consequences.￿This behavior is in close conformity to the observations of
Kahneman and Tversky (1979) outlined above.
2.2. Becker (1968) Paradox
A celebrated result, the Becker (1968) proposition, states that the most e¢ cient way to
deter a crime is to impose the ￿ severest possible penalty with the lowest possible probability￿ .
By reducing the probability of detection and conviction, society can economize on the
costs of enforcement such as policing and trial costs. But by increasing the severity of
the punishment (e.g., ￿nes), which is not costly, the deterrence e⁄ect of the punishment
is maintained. Indeed, under EU, and allowing for in￿nitely severe punishments, the
Becker proposition implies that crime would be deterred completely, however small the
8probability of detection and conviction. Kolm (1973) memorably phrased this proposition
as: it is e¢ cient to hang o⁄enders with probability zero. Empirical evidence, however, is not
supportive of the Becker proposition; see, for example, Radelet and Ackers (1996), Levitt
(2004), Polinsky and Shavell (2007: 422-23). For the details see Dhami and al-Nowaihi
(2010b)
2.3. Evidence from jumping red tra¢ c lights
Bar-Ilan (2000) and Bar-Ilan and Sacerdote (2001, 2004) provide near decisive evidence
that the alternative explanations (except the implication that individuals ignore low prob-
ability events) cannot explain the Becker paradox; see Dhami and al-Nowaihi (2010b).
They estimate that there are approximately 260,000 accidents per year in the USA caused
by red-light running with implied costs of car repair alone of the order of $520 million
per year. It stretches plausibility to assume that these are simply mistakes. In running
red lights, there is a small probability of an accident, but, the consequences are self in-
￿ icted and potentially have in￿nite costs. Rephrased, running red tra¢ c lights is similar
to hanging oneself with a very small probability, which is similar to the Becker proposition.
Using Israeli data, Bar-Ilan (2000) calculated that the expected gain from jumping one
red tra¢ c is, at most, one minute (the length of a typical light cycle). Given the known
probabilities they ￿nd that: ￿If a slight injury causes a loss greater or equal to 0.9 days,
a risk neutral person will be deterred by that risk alone. However, the corresponding
numbers for the additional risks of serious and fatal injuries are 13.9 days and 69.4 days
respectively￿ . To this must be added other costs arising from an accident. Dhami and
al-Nowaihi (2010b) show that most of the attempts to explain the Becker paradox cannot
work in this case because the punishment under jumping red tra¢ c lights is self in￿ icted.
A far more natural explanation, along the lines of our framework, is that stylized fact
S3 applies. Thus, red tra¢ c light running is simply caused by some individuals ignoring
(or seriously underweighting) the very low probability of an accident.
2.4. Driving and talking on car mobile phones
Consider the usage of mobile phones in moving vehicles. A user of mobile phones faces
potentially in￿nite punishment (e.g., loss of one￿ s and/or the family￿ s life) with low proba-
bility, in the event of an accident. The Becker proposition applied to this situation would
suggest that drivers of vehicles will not use mobile phones while driving or perhaps use
hands-free phones, and so, avoid the self in￿ icted punishment. However, the evidence is
to the contrary; see the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (2005) and P￿ys-
tia et al. (2004). A natural explanation is the individuals simply ignore or substantially
underweight the low probability of an accident as in stylized fact S3.
92.5. Other examples
People were reluctant to use seat belts prior to their mandatory use despite publicly avail-
able evidence that seat belts save lives. Prior to 1985, in the US, only 10-20% of motorists
wore seat belts voluntarily, hence, denying themselves self-insurance; see Williams and
Lund (1986). Car accidents may be perceived by individuals as low probability events, par-
ticularly if they are overcon￿dent of their driving abilities. Overcon￿dence is supported
from a wide range of contexts; see for instance Dhami and al-Nowaihi (2010a).
Even as evidence accumulated about the dangers of breast cancer (which has a low
unconditional probability) women took up the o⁄er of breast cancer examination, only
sparingly. In the US, this changed after the greatly publicized events of the mastectomies
of Betty Ford and Happy Rockefeller; see Kunreuther et al. (1978, p. xiii, p. 13-14).
2.6. Conclusion from these disparate contexts
Two main conclusions arise from the discussion in this section. First, human behavior for
low probability events cannot be easily explained by the existing mainstream theoretical
models of risk. al-Nowaihi and Dhami (2010a,b) show that EU and the associated auxiliary
assumptions are unable to explain the stylized facts. And furthermore, the leading non-
expected utility alternatives such as rank dependent utility (RDU), prospect theory (PT)
and cumulative prospect theory (CP) make the problem even worse. Second, a natural
explanation for these phenomena seems to be that individuals simply ignore or seriously
underweight very low probability events (stylized fact S3).
There is some evidence of a bimodal perception of risks that could o⁄er a potential
explanation.2 Some individuals focus more on the probability and others on the size of
the loss. The former do not pay attention to losses that fall below a certain probability
threshold, while for the latter, the size of the loss is relatively more salient. Hence, styl-
ized fact S3 applies to the former set of individuals, which given the evidence, seem to
predominate but are not the only types.
3. A look ahead and the notion of a probability weighting function
(PWF)
Stylized facts S1, S2, S3 would seem to be the minimum requirements that a theory of
risk should address. It would seem di¢ cult to explain these stylized facts using linear
weighting of probabilities, as in EU. Most alternatives to EU that use non-linear weight-
ing of probabilities, such as rank dependent utility (RDU), prospect theory (PT) and
cumulative prospect theory (CP) invoke the concept of a probability weighting function
2See Camerer and Kunreuther (1989) and for the evidence, see Schade et al (2001).
10to incorporate stylized facts S1 and S2. None of these theories can incorporate all of the
three stylized facts S1,S2,S3. We examine below emerging work due to al-Nowaihi and
Dhami (2010a,b), and Dhami and al-Nowaihi (2010b) who propose composite cumulative
prospect theory (CCP) and discuss applications that are able to address S1,S2,S3.
Remark 1 It is important to note that a probability weighting function (PWF), by itself,
is NOT a theory of risk. It needs to be embedded within other theories, such as RDU,
PT, CP for it to have signi￿cant predictive content in concrete economic situations.
We begin with some simple de￿nitions.
De￿nition 2 (Probability weighting function, PWF): By a probability weighting function
we mean a strictly increasing function w(p) : [0;1]
onto ! [0;1].
A simple proof, that we omit, can be used to demonstrate the following properties of
a PWF (for the proofs, see al-Nowaihi and Dhami, 2010a).
Proposition 1 : A probability weighting function has the following properties:
(a) w(0) = 0, w(1) = 1. (b) w has a unique inverse, w￿1, and w￿1 is also a strictly
increasing function from [0;1] onto [0;1]. (c) w and w￿1 are continuous.
The following de￿nitions will prove useful to address stylized fact S3 and will also
illustrate why standard PWF￿ s are unable to address S3.
































114. Addressing stylized fact S1
Data from experimental and ￿eld evidence typically suggest that decision makers exhibit
an inverse S-shaped probability weighting over outcomes (stylized fact S1). Tversky and
Kahneman (1992) propose the following probability weighting function, where the lower
bound on ￿ comes from Rieger and Wang (2006).
De￿nition 7 : The Tversky and Kahneman probability weighting function is given by
w(p) =
p￿




; 0:5 ￿ ￿ < 1; 0 ￿ p ￿ 1. (4.1)
A simple proof leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 2 : The Tversky and Kahneman (1992) probability weighting function (4.1)




p = 1 and lim
p!1
1￿w(p)
1￿p = 1, respectively.
Remark 2 (Standard probability weighting functions): A large number of other proba-
bility weighting functions have been proposed, e.g., those by Gonzales and Wu (1999) and
Lattimore, Baker and Witte (1992). Like the Tversky and Kahneman (1992) function,
they all in￿nitely overweight in￿nitesimal probabilities and in￿nitely underweight near-
one probabilities. We shall call these as the standard probability weighting functions. All
these functions violate stylized fact S3.
We now consider the most satisfactory PWF that helps to address stylized fact S1.
This is the Prelec (1998) PWF, which is also a standard probability weighting function
in the sense of remark 2. The Prelec (1998) PWF has the following merits: parsimony,
consistency with much of the available empirical evidence (in the sense of stylized fact S1)
and an axiomatic foundation.
De￿nition 8 (Prelec, 1998): By the Prelec function we mean the probability weighting
function w(p) : [0;1] ! [0;1] given by
w(0) = 0, w(1) = 1; (4.2)
w(p) = e
￿￿(￿lnp)￿
, 0 < p ￿ 1, ￿ > 0, ￿ > 0. (4.3)
The following Proposition is straightforward to check, so we omit the proof.
Proposition 3 : The Prelec function (De￿nition 8) is a probability weighting function in
the sense of De￿nition 2.









Figure 4.1: A plot of the Prelec (1988) function, w(p) = e￿(￿lnp)
1
2.
We plot the Prelec (1998) PWF in Figure 4.1 which is a plot of w(p) = e￿(￿lnp)0:5, i.e.,
￿ = 1 and ￿ = 0:5 (see (4.3)) and the probability p 2 [0;1].
Remark 3 (Axiomatic foundations): Prelec (1998) gave an axiomatic derivation of (4.2)
and (4.3) based on ￿ compound invariance￿ , Luce (2001) provided a derivation based on
￿ reduction invariance￿and al-Nowaihi and Dhami (2006) give a derivation based on ￿ power
invariance￿ . Since the Prelec function satis￿es all three, ￿ compound invariance￿ , ￿ reduc-
tion invariance￿and ￿ power invariance￿are all equivalent. Note, in particular, that these
derivations do not put any restrictions on ￿ and ￿ other than ￿ > 0 and ￿ > 0.
1. (Role of ￿) The parameter ￿ controls the convexity/concavity of the Prelec function.
If ￿ < 1, then the Prelec function is strictly concave for low probabilities but strictly




2, ￿ = 1), which is sketched in Figure 4.1, above. The converse holds if ￿ > 1. The
Prelec function is then strictly convex for low probabilities but strictly concave for
high probabilities, i.e., it is S-shaped. An examples is the curve w(p) = e￿(￿lnp)2
(￿ =
2, ￿ = 1), sketched in Figure 4.2 as the light, lower, curve (the straight line in Figure
4.2 is the 45o line).
2. (Role of ￿) Between the region of strict convexity (w00 > 0) and the region of strict
concavity (w00 < 0), for each of the cases in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, there is a point of
in￿ exion (w00 = 0). The parameter ￿ in the Prelec function controls the location of
the in￿ exion point relative to the 450 line. Thus, for ￿ = 1, the point of in￿ exion
is at p = e￿1 and lies on the 450 line, as in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 (light curve),
above. However, if ￿ < 1, then the point of in￿ exion lies above the 450 line, as in
w(p) = e￿0:5(￿lnp)2
(￿ = 2;￿ = 0:5), sketched as the thicker, upper, curve in Figure
4.2. For this example, the ￿xed point, w(p￿) = p￿, is at p￿ ’ 0:14 but the point of
in￿ exion, w00 (e p) = 0, is at e p ’ 0:20.









Figure 4.2: A plot of w(p) = e￿ 1
2(￿lnp)2
and w(p) = e￿(￿lnp)2
.
Sometimes, the respective roles of ￿ and ￿ are also referred to as the curvature and
elevation properties of a probability weighting function; see Gonzalez and Wu (1999) and
Kilka and Weber (2001). Not all PWF￿ s allow for a clear separation between curvature and
elevation. This is particularly the case for PWF￿ s that involve one parameter rather than
two parameters. Some single parameter PWF￿ s that have been proposed are: Karmarkar
(1979), R￿ell (1987), Currim and Sarin (1989), Tversky and Kahneman (1992), Luce,
Mellers and Chang (1993), Hey and Orme (1994), and Safra and Segal (1998). Among the
two parameter PWF￿ s are those by Goldstein and Einhorn (1987), Lattimore, Baker and
Witte (1992) and Prelec (1998).
The full set of possibilities for the Prelec (1998) function is established by the following
two propositions, which should be self-evident in the light of the discussion above. For the
detailed proofs, the reader is referred to al-Nowaihi and Dhami (2010a).
Proposition 4 : For ￿ = 1, the Prelec probability weighting function (De￿nition 8) takes
the form w(p) = p￿, is strictly concave if ￿ < 1 but strictly convex if ￿ > 1. In particular,
for ￿ = 1, w(p) = p (as under expected utility theory).
Proposition 5 : Suppose ￿ 6= 1, then the Prelec PWF (De￿nition 8) has the following
properties.







(b) There is a unique in￿ exion point, e p 2 (0;1) at which w00(e p) = 0.
(c) If ￿ < 1, the Prelec function is strictly concave for p < e p and strictly convex for p > e p
(inverse S-shaped). If ￿ > 1, then the converse holds
(d) For the cases ￿ < 1, ￿ = 1, ￿ > 1, the respective in￿ exion points, e p, lie above
(e p < w(e p)), on (e p = w(e p)) and below (e p > w(e p)) the 450 line.
Table 1, below, exhibits the various cases established by Proposition 5.
14￿ < 1 ￿ = 1 ￿ > 1
￿ < 1
inverse S-shape
e p < w(e p)
inverse S-shape
e p = w(e p)
inverse S-shape
e p > w(e p)
￿ = 1
strictly concave





e p < w(e p)
S-shape
w(e p) = e p
S-shape
e p > w(e p)
Table 2, below, gives representative graphs of the Prelec function, w(p) = e￿￿(￿lnp)￿
,
for each of the cases in Table 1.
￿ = 1
















































































Table 2: Representative graphs of w(p) = e
￿￿(￿lnp)￿
.
Corollary 1 : Suppose ￿ 6= 1. Then e p = p￿ = e￿1 (i.e., the point of in￿ exion and the
￿xed point, coincide) if, and only if, ￿ = 1. If ￿ = 1, then:
(a) If ￿ < 1, then w is strictly concave for p < e￿1 and strictly convex for p > e￿1 (inverse-
S shape, see Figure 4.1).
15(b) If ￿ > 1, then w is strictly convex for p < e￿1 and strictly concave for p > e￿1 (S
shape, see Figure 4.2).
In Figure 4.1 (and ￿rst row in Table 2), where ￿ < 1, note that the slope of w(p)
becomes very steep near p = 0. By contrast, in ￿gure 4.2 (and last row in Table 2), where
￿ > 1, the slope of w(p) becomes very gentle near p = 0. This is established by the
following proposition, which will be important for us to address stylized fact S3.
Proposition 6 : (a) For ￿ < 1 the Prelec function (De￿nition 8): (i) in￿nitely-overweights
in￿nitesimal probabilities, i.e., lim
p!0
w(p)




1￿p = 1 (Prelec, 1998, p505); see De￿nition 3 and Figure 4.1.




p = 0, and (ii) zero-overweights near-one probabilities, i.e., lim
p!1
1￿w(p)
1￿p = 0; see De￿-
nition 4 and ￿gure 4.2.
According to Prelec (1998, p505), the in￿nite limits in Proposition 6a capture the
qualitative change as we move from certainty to probability and from impossibility to
improbability. On the other hand, they contradict stylized fact S3, i.e., the observed
behavior that people ignore events of very low probability and treat very high probability
events as certain; see, e.g., Kahneman and Tversky (1979). These speci￿c problems are
avoided for ￿ > 1. However, for ￿ > 1, the Prelec function is S-shaped, see Proposition
5(d) and Figure 4.2. This, however is in con￿ ict with stylized fact S1.
4.1. Axiomatic derivations of Prelec￿ s PWF
The probability weighting function with the strongest empirical support appears to be
that of Prelec (1998). To quote from Stott (2006, p102): ￿the most predictive version of
[cumulative prospect theory] has a power value curve, a single parameter risky weighting
function due to Prelec (1998), and a Logit stochastic process.￿It was also the ￿rst ax-
iomatically derived probability weighting function. In this subsection we overview three
derivations of Prelec￿ s probability weighting function: the original one by Prelec (1998),
based on compound invariance, and the later ones by Luce (2001) and al-Nowaihi and
Dhami (2006), based on, respectively, reduction invariance and power invariance.
For the purposes of this section, we shall assume that 0 2 X, the set of outcomes, and
we shall restrict ourselves to the special class of lotteries de￿ned as follows.
De￿nition 9 : Let S ￿ L be the subset of all lotteries of the forms (x), (x; p1),
((x; p1); p2) and (((x; p1); p2); p3), where x 2 X and p1; p2; p3 2 [0;1].
16To simplify notation, we shall refer to ((x; p1); p2) and (((x; p1); p2); p3) by (x; p1; p2)
and (x; p1; p2; p3), respectively. Thus, (x) is the lottery whose outcome is x for sure,
(x; p1) is the lottery whose outcomes are x with probability p1 and 0 with probability
1￿p1, (x; p1; p2) is the lottery whose outcomes are (x; p1) with probability p2 and 0 with
probability 1 ￿ p2 and (x; p1; p2; p3) is the lottery whose outcomes are (x; p1; p2) with
probability p3 and 0 with probability 1 ￿ p3.
Given a strictly increasing function, u : X ! R, and a probability weighting function,
w, we can extend u to a function, U : S ! R, by the following de￿nition.
De￿nition 10 : U (x) = u(x), U (x; p1) = w(p1)U (x), U (x; p1; p2) = w(p2)U (x; p1)
and U (x; p1; p2; p3) = w(p3)U (x; p1; p2).
De￿nition 11 : Let ￿ be the order on S induced by U, i.e., for all L1;L2 2 S, L1 ￿
L2 , U (L1) ￿ U (L2).
We are now in a position to introduce three apparently di⁄erent axioms that, however,
all lead to the Prelec probability weighting function.
De￿nition 12 (Prelec, 1998): The preference relation, ￿, satis￿es compound invariance
if, for all outcomes x, y, x0, y0 2 X, probabilities p, q, r, s 2 [0;1] and integers n ￿ 1,
the following holds. If (x;p) ￿ (y;q) and (x;r) ￿ (y;s), then (x0;pn) ￿ (y0;qn) implies
(x0;rn) ￿ (y0;sn).
De￿nition 13 (Luce, 2001): The preference relation, ￿, satis￿es reduction invariance if,










De￿nition 14 (al-Nowaihi and Dhami, 2006): The preference relation, ￿, satis￿es power














It is easy to check that for w(p) = p compound invariance, reduction invariance and
power invariance are all satis￿ed in EU. Hence, each of these constitutes a weakening (or
generalization) of EU.
Proposition 7 : A probability weighting function, w, is the Prelec probability weight-
ing function if, and only if, the induced preference relation, ￿, satis￿es either compound
invariance, reduction invariance or power invariance.
17Comparing De￿nitions 13 and 14, we see that power invariance is simpler in that it
requires two probabilities (p;q) instead of three (p1;p2;q). On the other hand, power
invariance requires two stages of compounding, instead of the single stage of reduction
invariance. By contrast, compound invariance (De￿nition 12) involves no compounding
but four probabilities and four outcomes. However, it follows from Proposition 7 that
all three assumptions are equivalent. It is interesting to see that each of three a-priori
di⁄erent behavioral assumptions lead to Prelec￿ s probability weighting function. We, thus,
have a menu of testing options. Depending on the situation, one assumption may be more
appropriate to test than the others. For further developments, the interested reader could
further pursue Stott (2006) and Diecidue, Schmidt and Zank (2009).
5. Addressing stylized fact S2
There are two main ways of addressing S2. Either one uses rank dependent expected utility
theory (RDU) or cumulative prospect theory (CP).
5.1. Rank dependent utility (RDU)
Quiggin (1982, 1993) for the ￿rst time, provided a coherent theory of behavior with non-
linear weighting of probabilities. By ￿ coherent￿is meant, among other things, that decision
makers do not choose stochastically dominated options when such dominance is obvious.
Quiggen￿ s main insight was that it is not individual probabilities that should be trans-
formed (which gave rise to the problem in Example 1) but rather, cumulative probabilities.
When EU is applied to the transformed cumulative probabilities, we get what is now
known as RDU.
RDU was a major advance in that it could easily solve some (though not all) of the
paradoxes of EU. A major advantage of RDU over other behavioral decision theories is
that the whole, and extensive, machinery of EU can be utilized (though applied to the
transformed probabilities). By contrast, for other behavioral decisions theories, all these
tools of economic analysis must be developed afresh. We now explain.
Let x be a random variable with distribution function F(x). Then F is (1) non-
decreasing, (2) right-continuous, and (3) F (￿1) = 0;F (1) = 1. Let w be a PWF.
De￿ne ￿ by
￿(x) = 1 ￿ w(1 ￿ F (x)). (5.1)
Using the properties of a weighting function in De￿nition 2 it is simple to check that ￿
also satis￿es those properties. Notice that, ￿ is a legitimate distribution function. Thus,
we can de￿ne a new random variable, e x, by:
Pr(e x ￿ x) = ￿(x) = 1 ￿ w(1 ￿ F (x)). (5.2)
18Consider the lottery (x1;p1;x2;p2;:::;xn;pn), where x1 < x2 < ::: < xn; pi is, of course,
the probability that x = xi. Let ￿i be the probability that e x = xi. Then
￿i = ￿(xi) ￿ ￿(xi￿1)
= [1 ￿ w(1 ￿ F (xi))] ￿ [1 ￿ w(1 ￿ F (xi￿1))]













The above considerations justify the following de￿nitions (recall at this point, from the
de￿nition of a weighting function, that w(0) = 0 and w(1) = 1).
De￿nition 15 : Consider the lottery (x1;p1;x2;p2;:::;xn;pn), where x1 < x2 < ::: < xn.
Let w be the probability weighting function. For RDU, the decision weights, ￿i, are de￿ned
as follows.
￿n = w(pn),



































De￿nition 16 (rank dependent utility, RDU): Consider the lottery (x1;p1;x2;p2;:::;xn;pn),
where x1 < x2 < ::: < xn. Let w be the probability weighting function. Let ￿i,
i = 1;2;:::;n, be given by De￿nition 15. The decision maker￿ s rank dependent expected
utility is given by
U (x1;p1;x2;p2;:::;xn;pn) = ￿
n
i=1￿iu(xi). (5.4)
From De￿nition 15, we get that,
￿j ￿ 0 and
Pn
j=1 ￿j = 1. (5.5)
Remark 4 : The result in (5.5) does not apply to the case of Example 1 because in the
latter we transformed objective probabilities while in the former we transformed cumulative
probabilities.
Remark 5 An alternative is to de￿ne ￿(x) = w(F (x)). The decision weights would










. But the apparently more complex (5.1) to (5.3)
are actually slightly more convenient.
We now state the ￿rst main result of this section.
19Proposition 8 : A decision maker who uses RDU, as in de￿nition 16, never chooses sto-
chastically dominated options. Hence, such a decision maker uses non-linear transforma-
tions of cumulative probability but nevertheless is not subjected to the problem illustrated
in Example 1. In other words, there is no problem with explaining stylized fact S2 for such
a decision maker.
The proof of Proposition 8 is not di¢ cult but it is not too short either. For that reason
we refer the interested reader to Quiggen (1982). A clearer proof can be found in Dhami
and al-Nowaihi (2010a).
5.2. Cumulative prospect theory (CP)
The Nobel prize winning work of Kahneman and Tversky (1979), which is the second most
cited paper in economics, su⁄ered from the problem illustrated in Example 1. Namely, that
decision makers could choose stochastically dominated options, even when such dominance
was obvious. This did not go down too well with the profession. However, Quiggen￿ s work
on RDU provided Kahneman and Tversky with the means to address this problem by using
cumulative transformations of probability. This, they duly did in their cumulative version
of prospect theory, which they called as cumulative prospect theory (CP); see Tversky and
Kahneman (1992); see also Starmer and Sugden (1989).
However, Tversky and Kahneman (1992) paid a heavy price for this desirable feature.
Recalling the discussion in section 1.3 above, CP dropped the editing phase altogether,
hence, also, giving up the psychological richness of PT. Tversky and Kahneman had no
choice but to do so in order to address S2. In PT, the decision weights (see Figure 1.1) are
discontinuous at both ends. However, in order to incorporate S2 using Quiggen￿ s insights
on cumulative transformations of probability they needed a continuous function. This, in
turn, meant that editing of prospects, which created discontinuities at both ends had to
be dispensed with.
The most persuasive contributory role played by a PWF, in terms of addressing a wide
range of problems in economics arises when it is embedded within CP. We now outline,
brie￿ y, the basics of CP. Consider a lottery of the form
L = (y￿m;p￿m;y￿m+1;p￿m+1;:::;y￿1;p￿1;y0;p0;y1;p1;y2;p2;:::;yn;pn),
where y￿m < ::: < y￿1 < y0 < y1 < ::: < yn are the outcomes or the ￿nal positions of
aggregate wealth and p￿m;:::;p￿1;p0;p1;:::pn are the corresponding objective probabilities,
such that
Pn
i=￿m pi = 1 and pi ￿ 0. In CP, decision makers derive utility from wealth
relative to a reference point for wealth, y0, which could be initial wealth, status-quo wealth,
average wealth, desired wealth, rational expectations of future wealth etc. depending on
the context.
20De￿nition 17 (Lotteries in incremental form) Let xi = yi ￿ y0;i = ￿m;￿m + 1;:::;n
be the increment in wealth relative to y0 and x￿m < ::: < x0 = 0 < ::: < xn. Let the
restriction on probabilities be ￿n
i=￿mpi = 1, pi ￿ 0, i = ￿m;￿m+1;:::;n. Then, a lottery
is presented in incremental form if it is represented as:
L = (x￿m;p￿m;:::;x￿1;p￿1;x0;p0;x1;p1;:::;xn;pn). (5.6)
De￿nition 18 (Lotteries and prospects): Lotteries that are represented in incremental
form are known as prospects.
De￿nition 19 (Set of Lotteries): Denote by LP the set of all prospects of the form given
in (5.6) subject to the restrictions in de￿nition 17.
De￿nition 20 (Domains of losses and gains): The decision maker is said to be in the
domain of gains if xi > 0 and in the domain of losses if xi < 0. x0 lies neither in the
domain of gains nor in the domain of losses.
5.2.1. The utility function in CP
De￿nition 21 (Tversky and Kahneman, 1979). A utility function, v(x), is a continuous,
strictly increasing, mapping v : R ! R that satis￿es:
1. v (0) = 0 (reference dependence).
2. v (x) is concave for x ￿ 0 (declining sensitivity for gains).
3. v (x) is convex for x ￿ 0 (declining sensitivity for losses).
4. ￿v (￿x) > v (x) for x > 0 (loss aversion).
Tversky and Kahneman (1992) propose the following utility function:
v (x) =
￿
x￿ if x ￿ 0
￿￿(￿x)
￿ if x < 0
(5.7)
where ￿;￿;￿ are constants. The coe¢ cients of the power function satisfy 0 < ￿ < 1;0 <
￿ < 1. ￿ > 1 is known as the coe¢ cient of loss aversion. Tversky and Kahneman (1992)
assert (but do not prove) that the axiom of preference homogeneity ((x;p) ￿ y ) (kx;p) ￿
ky) generates this value function. al-Nowaihi et al. (2008) give a formal proof, as well
as some other results (e.g. that ￿ is necessarily identical to ￿). Tversky and Kahneman
(1992) estimated that ￿ ’ ￿ ’ 0:88 and ￿ ’ 2:25. The reader can visually check the




x if x ￿ 0
￿2:5
p
￿x if x < 0 (5.8)







Figure 5.1: The utility function under CCP for the case in (5.8)
5.2.2. Construction of decision weights under CP
Let w(p) be a PWF, such as the Prelec PWF in De￿nition 8. We could have di⁄erent
weighting functions for the domain of gains and losses, respectively, w+ (p) and w￿ (p).
However, we make the empirically founded assumption that w+ (p) = w￿ (p); see Prelec
(1998).
De￿nition 22 (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992). For CP, the decision weights, ￿i, are
de￿ned as follows:
Domain of Gains Domain of Losses
￿n = w(pn) ￿￿m = w(p￿m)














































5.2.3. The objective function under prospect theory
As in EU, a decision maker using CP maximizes a well de￿ned objective function, called
the value function, which we now de￿ne.
De￿nition 23 (The value function under CP) The value of the prospect, LP, to the deci-
sion maker is given by
V (LP) = ￿
n
i=￿m￿iv (xi). (5.9)
22Note that the decision weights across the domain of gains and losses do not necessarily
add up to 1. This contrasts with the case of RDU, in which there is no conception of
di⁄erent domains of gains and losses and the decision weights add up to one. To see this,
from de￿nition 22, we get that
Pn













If all outcomes were in the domain of gains then we get
Pn







j=1 pj = 1 and w(1) = 1 (as in RDU). If all outcomes were in the domain of losses then
similarly
P￿1






= 1 because ￿
￿1
j=￿m pj = 1 and w(1) = 1 (as in RDU).
For the general case when there are some outcomes in the domain of gains and others in
loss then, since v (0) = 0, the decision weight on the reference outcome, ￿0, can be chosen






We now give the analogue of Proposition 8 for the case of CP and show that CP, too,
can address S2. For the proof, see Dhami and al-Nowaihi (2010a).
Proposition 9 : A decision maker who uses CP does not chooses stochastically dominated
options. Hence, CP is able to address stylized fact S2.
Remark 6 : Using any of the standard probability weighting functions, CP (and RDU)
can explain S1 but not S2.
The PWF plays an important role in determining a rich set of attitudes towards risk
under CP. Under EU, attitudes to risk are determined purely by the curvature of the utility
function. So, given De￿nition 21(2),(3), it might be tempting to conclude that under CP
the decision maker is risk averse in the domain of gains and risk loving in the domain of
losses. This turns out not to be true because of the role played by the interaction of the
PWF and the curvature of the utility function under CP, in determining attitudes to risk.
The following four-fold pattern of risk preferences can be show under CP; see Kahneman
and Tversky (2000). The decision maker is risk loving for small probabilities in the domain
of gains and non-small probabilities in the domain of losses. He/she is also risk averse for
non-small probabilities in the domain of gains and small probabilities in the domain of
losses. The following example shows experimental evidence supporting these results.
Let C be the certainty equivalent of a prospect and E the expected value. As is well
known from elementary microeconomics, for a risk averse decision maker, C < E while for
a risk loving decision maker C > E.
Example 2 (The four fold pattern of attitudes to risk; Tversky and Kahneman, 1992).
23Probability Gain Loss
Low (100;0:05;0;0:95);C = 14;E = 5 (￿100;0:05;0;0:95);C = ￿8;E = 5
High (100;0:95;0;0:05);C = 78;E = 95 (￿100;0:95;0;0:05);C = ￿84;E = 95
In the table, (x;p;0;1 ￿ p) denotes the lottery ￿ win x with probability p or 0 with
probability 1 ￿ p￿ . Comparing the values of C and E, we see that for low probabilities,
there is risk seeking in the domain of gains but risk aversion in the domain of losses. For
moderate or high probabilities, we see risk aversion in the domain of gains but risk seeking
in the domain of losses. This pattern is hard to explain with EU or RDEU, but is easily
explained by CP. Thus, the attitudes to risk in CP are more complex than under EU (or
RDEU), and are the result of interaction between the shape of the value function, and the
probability weighting function.
6. Addressing stylized fact S3
RDU and CP in conjunction with any of the standard PWF, say, the Prelec (1998) PWF
are able to explain stylized facts S1 and S2. However, importantly, they are unable to
address stylized fact S3. This has been an open problem since, at least, the paper by
Kahneman and Tversky (1979).
al-Nowaihi and Dhami (2010a) make the ambitious proposal of combining the psycho-
logical richness of PT with the more satisfactory cumulative transformation of probabilities
in CP. In other words, they combine PT and CP into a single theory, that they call com-
posite cumulative prospect theory (CCP). If it aids intuition, CCP can be described as
combining the editing and decision phases of PT (see section 1.3, above) into a single
phase, while retaining cumulative transformations of probability, as in CP. CCP accounts
for all three stylized facts S1, S2 and S3. It can explain everything that RDU and CP can,
and addition more, that RDU and CP cannot (in particular, stylized fact S3).
From remark 6, the Prelec weighting function explains S1 but fails on S3. In order
to implement CCP, al-Nowaihi and Dhami (2010a) introduce a modi￿cation to the Prelec
(1998) PWF (see Figure 4.1) in a manner that is consistent with the empirical evidence.
In other words, they eliminate the discontinuities at the end-points in Figure 1.1 with
empirically-founded as well as axiomatically-founded behavior. They call their suggested
modi￿cation as composite Prelec weighting function (CPF). Figure 6.1 sketches the CPF,
which, in conjunction with either RDU or CP can potentially address S1, S2, S3.
In Figure 6.1, decision makers heavily underweight very low probabilities in the range
[0;p1]. Compare this to remark 2 for standard PWF￿ s of which the Prelec (1998) function is
an example. Akin to Kahneman and Tversky￿ s (1979) editing phase, decision makers who
use the weighting function in Figure 6.1 would typically ignore very low probability events
24Figure 6.1: The composite Prelec weighting function (CPF).
by assigning low subjective weights to them. Hence, in conformity with the evidence (see
Section 2) they are unlikely to be dissuaded from low-probability high-punishment crimes,
reluctant to buy insurance for very low probability events (unless mandatory), reluctant to
wear seat belts (unless mandatory), reluctant to participate in voluntary breast screening
programs (unless mandatory) and so on. Similar comments apply to the probability range
[p3;1] except that events with these probabilities are overweighted as suggested by the
evidence; see Kahneman and Tversky￿ s (1979, p.282-83) quote, above. In the middle
segment, p 2 [p1;p3], the probability weighting function in Figure 6.1 is identical to the
Prelec function, and so addresses stylized fact S1.
For examples of the CPF, ￿tted to actual data, see al-Nowaihi and Dhami (2010a,b).
Due to space limitations we restrict ourselves to a brief, formal, description of the CPF.
















Essentially, the CPF in Figure 6.1 is described by segments from three di⁄erent Prelec
probability weighting functions. The ￿rst is de￿ned over the range 0 < p ￿ p, the second
over the range p < p ￿ p, and the third is de￿ned over the range p < p ￿ 1.
De￿nition 24 (al-Nowaihi and Dhami, 2010a): By the composite Prelec weighting func-





0 if p = 0
e￿￿0(￿lnp)￿0 if 0 < p ￿ p
e￿￿(￿lnp)￿
if p < p ￿ p
e￿￿1(￿lnp)￿1 if p < p ￿ 1
(6.2)
where p and p are given by (6.1) and
0 < ￿ < 1, ￿ > 0; ￿0 > 1, ￿0 > 0; ￿1 > 1, ￿1 > 0;￿0 < 1=￿
￿0￿1
1￿￿ , ￿1 > 1=￿
￿1￿1
1￿￿ . (6.3)
Since a PWF (De￿nition 2) is one to one and onto over the interval, [0;1], De￿nition
24 implies that w(1) = 1.
Proposition 10 (al-Nowaihi and Dhami, 2010a): The composite Prelec function is a
probability weighting function.
The restrictions in (6.3) are required by the axiomatic derivations of the Prelec function
(see section 4.1) and to ensure continuity of the CPF; see al-Nowaihi and Dhami (2010a)
for the details.























Proposition 11 (al-Nowaihi and Dhami, 2010a): (a) p1 < p < p2 < p < p3. (b) p 2
(0;p1) ) w(p) < p. (c) p 2 (p1;p2) ) w(p) > p. (d) p 2 (p2;p3) ) w(p) < p. (e)
p 2 (p3;1) ) w(p) > p.
By Proposition 10, the CPF in (6.2), (6.3) is a PWF in the sense of De￿nition 2.
By Proposition 11, a CPF overweights low probabilities, i.e., those in the range (p1;p2),
and underweights high probabilities, i.e., those in the range (p2;p3). Thus, it accounts
for stylized fact S1. But, in addition, and unlike all the standard probability weighting
functions, it underweights probabilities near zero, i.e., those in the range (0;p1), and
overweights probabilities close to one, i.e., those in the range (p3;1) as required in S3.
Proposition 12 (al-Nowaihi and Dhami, 2010a): The CPF (6.2):
(a) zero-underweights in￿nitesimal probabilities, i.e., lim
p!0
w(p)
p = 0 (De￿nition 4a),
(b) zero-overweights near-one probabilities, i.e., lim
p!1
1￿w(p)
1￿p = 0 (De￿nition 4b).
al-Nowaihi and Dhami (2010a) show that their proposed probability weighting function
in Figure 6.1 is axiomatic, parsimonious and ￿exible. The axiomatic derivation uses the
axiom of local power invariance, which is a variant of the axiom that al-Nowaihi and Dhami
(2006) use in the proof of the Prelec PWF.
26De￿nition 25 (al-Nowaihi and Dhami, 2010a): Otherwise standard CP, when combined
with a CPF is called composite cumulative prospect theory (CCP). Analogously, otherwise
standard RDU, when combined with a CPF, is referred to as composite rank dependent
utility (CRDU).
al-Nowaihi and Dhami (2010a) prove the following proposition, whose intuition would
by now be largely clear to the reader from our discussion of the CPF. Because probabil-
ities in the middle ranges are weighted as in Prelec (1998), stylized fact S1 is explained.
Because cumulative transformations of probability are undertaken in CCP and CRDU, S2
is explained. And because of the property of the CPF in Proposition 12, S3 is explained.
Proposition 13 (al-Nowaihi and Dhami, 2010a): CCP and CRDU can explain S1, S2
and S3.
Blavatskyy (2005) shows that the St. Petersberg paradox re-emerges under CP. al-
Nowaihi and Dhami (2010a) show that the St. Petersberg paradox can be resolved under
CCP mainly through the role played by the CPF. Rieger and Wang (2006) also propose a
PWF that resolves the St. Petersberg paradox but it cannot explain stylized fact S3.
In comparison to CRDU, CCP, in addition, incorporates reference dependence, loss
aversion and richer attitudes towards risk. Hence, it can explain everything that CRDU
can, but the converse is false. Furthermore, because CCP explains S1, S2 and S3, while
CP (and RDU) can only explain S1, S2, CCP can explain everything that CP (and RDU)
can, but the converse is false. In light of these observations it is interesting to note the
observation in Machina (2008) that ￿RDU is currently the most popular decision theory
under risk.￿
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